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STARTING A LOCAL MOVEMENT
FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
Cora Dow – Social, Environmental, Economic
Resiliency Policy Intern
Although Youth for Sustainable Futures was
founded spontaneously, it came to fruition from a
place of long-simmering frustration. Living in Sitka,
we saw our home change, and watched as nothing
was done about it. In September 2019, the youthled movement Fridays for the Future held climate
strikes worldwide. There weren’t any strikes happening in Sitka, so we organized one, working hard
to navigate the school rules and teachers, and get
the word out. Our strike was so successful that
onlookers were adamant in their belief that Sitka's
youth could not have organized such a movement
without adults.
When the climate strike was over and our group
was established with members from all three high
schools and support from SCS, we sat down and
talked about our values as young people. We chose
to name the group Youth for Sustainable Futures.
For us, sustainable meant a “normal” life – one that
we don’t have to adapt to because it’s changing so
rapidly; one that can be maintained without requiring large societal shifts to keep the world livable.
To accomplish our goal of sustainability, we identified our tools: education, motivation, and advocacy.
Lastly, we wanted to have a voice.
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Our first step was to establish our voice in support
of city resolution declaring a climate emergency.
We met with local elected officials, circulated a
petition, and gathered students to speak. At
the meeting, members of our group comprised
the majority of those who testified, telling the
assembly to act. We later met with Senator Lisa
Murkowski to advocate for our positions at a
national level.
From giving public testimony to meeting with
local and national leaders, our experience with YSF
has given us a taste of how we can work to goals we
were only thinking about before. Now we’re looking
at work in environmental policy, studying politics
and environmental studies in college, and working as senate pages. Building YSF from an idea to an
effective organization has given us a new understanding of the power of our voice, and you can
bet we’re going to use it.
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YOUTH FOR SUSTAINABLE FUTURES
On Earth Day, Youth for Sustainable Futures
met with Senator Murkowski to advocate for
their ideas on a national level. The group spoke
with the Senator about a Just Transition and
why Alaska must look to a renewable future,
the importance the Roadless Rule, and incorporating climate change education into school
curriculums. They also encouraged the Senator to prioritize coronavirus relief funding that
could be used to help invest in transitioning our
economy towards sustainable activities.
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REGENERATIVE VALUES IN ACTION
Equinox, a Path to Prosperity Finalist based in
Sitka, offers small boat adventure charters that
focus on providing authentic Alaskan experiences for their clientele. Their cruise is about
sharing those unique moments and activities you
can have in the Tongass rather than about how
much you can harvest/source from it. Equinox
owners Cameo Padilla and Brooks Areson guide
visitors through still channels and blue waters
of Sitka, teaching them to observe the rich life
of the tide pools, reel in king salmon, and build
the perfect bonfire. Equinox gives back to the
community of Sitka by pledging a percentage of
their revenue to environmental organizations;
supporting local photographers, filmmakers,
guides, and chefs; and educating guests about
the ecosystem.
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THE FUTURE OF ALASKAN TRAVEL,
GUIDED BY TRADITIONAL VALUES
Isabella Haywood – Communications Specialist,
Spruce Root and SSP
When visitors arrive in Southeast Alaska, they
participate in the interconnected systems that
make up these lands and possess the potential to
either uplift or extract. Regenerative tourism is
a concept encouraging local businesses to uplift
their environments and communities by basing
their operations on the Indigenous values of balance, reciprocity, and stewardship. Mary Goddard,
Tlingit artist and business owner, serves as the
Regional Catalyst for Regenerative Tourism in
Southeast Alaska. As she explains, “regenerative
tourism is grounded in Indigenous knowledge,
not just ours but of the world, because the one
thing that Indigenous cultures have in common
is that balance is important and if you don’t maintain balance, you’re going to over-extract rather
than give back.”
At Path to Prosperity, an annual sustainable business
development competition run by Spruce Root and
supported by the Sustainable Southeast Partnership,
entrepreneurs are encouraged to take a pause from
their daily operations to reflect how they can operate
their businesses in a manner that is regenerative,
leaving their communities and environments better
than they found them.
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One finalist, Xíinaansdla, plans for visitors to
experience Hydaburg in a non-extractive way by
building a traditional Haida longhouse to use as a
rental for cultural tourism. In the summer, the longhouse will allow visitors to experience the culture,
values, and traditional foods that have supported
Haida people for more than 10,000 years. During
the off-season the longhouse will host Haida
ceremonies and teaching practices. “The more people
that learn and have knowledge about the Haida,
Tlingit, and Tsimshian peoples, the morerespect it
elevates for people on the land. And they’ll better
respect the land that created us, that forged us,”
says co-founder Marita Tolson.
When visitors engage with community-led locally-owned businesses operating in balance with
their communities and environments, they leave
Alaska with a deep sense of reverence, not only
for the forests and waters, but also for the people and rich cultures that live within them.
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ADAPTING WITH GRATITUDE
THROUGH THE FOUR H'S
Emily Pound – Community Sustainability Organizer
“I pledge my HEAD to clearer thinking, my HEART
to greater loyalty, my HANDS to larger service,
and my HEALTH to better living, for my club, my
community, my country, and my world.”
Founded as a partnership between Sitka Conservation
Society and University of Alaska Fairbanks, the Sitka
Spruce Tips 4-H club empowers local youth by
connecting them with their community and environment. Unlike more traditional 4-H clubs, Sitka
Spruce Tips focuses on fostering an understanding
and appreciation for our local ecosystem: the Tongass.
Whether foraging in the muskeg, writing letters to our
elders, or listening to traditional Tlingit stories, the
4-H pledge is reinforced through our programming.
Due to the coronavirus pandemic, Sitka Spruce
Tips has been confronted with the need to reevaluate the ways in which youth connect with the
landscape around them. 4-H has adapted while
continuing to offer hands-on experiences. This
would not be possible without our unique community, made up of local partners and dedicated
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volunteers. With their support, our programming
has further evolved to include online workshops
covering topics like the importance of voting and
Tlingit word pronunciation as well as in-person
activities such as mushroom hunting and salmon
fileting. We are grateful for the organizations and
individuals that have nourished our club such
as Sitka Sound Science Center, the University of
Alaska, Sitka Native Education Program, and chef
Renee Trafton of the Beak Restaurant. Through our
partnerships, we hope to inspire youth to follow
these leaders in leaving Sitka better than they
found it.
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SHARING THE GIFT OF STORYTELLING
Since the establishment of 4-H in Sitka, it has
thrived through connection and community. We
are lucky to have volunteers like Chuck Miller who
are able to transfer this engagement both in person
and online. In 4-H Storytelling Tuesday workshops,
youth participants have been enriched through his
storytelling activities during our annual deer series
and events with the Sitka Native Education Program.
This year, he has brightened programming, giving
4-Hers something to look forward to with his monthly
storytelling workshops. We want to express our wild
gratitude to Chuck for his time, care, and warmth.
We are grateful for this partnership and Chuck’s
commitment to sharing his gift of storytelling.

Since March, Sitka Spruce Tips has continued to
create opportunities intended to emphasize the use
of the four H’s. Moving forward, we continue with
sincere gratitude for our partners, students, and
community. Sitka 4-H has adapted and, indeed,
grown thanks to their support and commitment to
our mission of empowering Sitka youth.
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DOCUMENTING THE CULTURAL
VALUE OF CEDAR ON THE TONGASS
Sienna Reid – Community Sustainability Organizer
Last summer, T'saak Ka Juu (Andrea Cook) and
I worked with SCS, First Alaskans Institute,
and the Forest Service PNW Research Station
to investigate the value of red and yellow cedar
to Southeast Alaskans. As young Alaska Native
women, it was incredible to work on a project so
close to our hearts and our homes. We both grew
up surrounded by and appreciative of the lands
and waters that support our unique lifeways. Old
growth cedar trees are the backbone of our cultures here in Southeast Alaska. For thousands of
years, our people have been sustained by these
trees which have provided materials for weaving,
carving, housing, and countless other cultural and
spiritual purposes.
Despite this, management practices have long
ignored the cultural significance of cedar, and
intensive clearcutting threatens this resource’s
availability for cultural use. This year, twelve Tribes
across Southeast Alaska petitioned the USDA for
the creation of a Traditional Homelands Conservation Rule. This rule would allow tribal governments
to collaboratively engage in land management of
traditional and customary use areas and finally
assert their sovereignty in protecting cultural
resources such as red and yellow cedar.
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We have been grateful to help ensure that the
social, economic, and cultural values of cedar on the
Tongass are documented. As we interviewed stakeholders and culture bearers who were passionate
about the preservation of Alaska’s old growth cedar,
Andrea and I have not only expanded our knowledge
of forest management strategies, but we have also
been learning more about both of our own cultures
through this process. Many Native carvers, weavers,
and activists stressed the importance of involving
youth in wood arts early, and making sure this passing of knowledge continues on indefinitely. We hope
the data we collected for SCS this summer will help
outline the array of traditional uses of cedar wood
products, as well as the role these products play in
supporting so many members of our communities.
Gunalchéesh and Haw’aa to our partners for recognizing the importance of these precious trees to
people across our region, and identifying a need
to make management changes for the continuation of our cultural traditions.

FIRST ALASKANS INSTITUTE INTERNS
SCS hosted two First Alaskans Institute (FAI)
interns this summer. The internship program
run by FAI focuses on leadership development in
Indigenous youth by placing them with a variety
of different Alaskan organizations. FAI's mission
statement reads, “True to identity, heritage, and
values, Alaska Natives are informed and engaged
in leading the decisions that shape the future.”
SCS is inspired by the mission and work of FAI
and was honored to support Sienna and Andrea's
work this summer. We recognize, that as the
original and continued caretakers of local lands
and waters, Indigenous people are central to our
environmental movements.

SCS SURVEYS FOR HARBOR DEBRIS
Invasive species can easily derail entire ecosystems
by hoarding resources away from native organisms.
SCS staff and volunteers surveyed the Silver Bay
coastline for harbor debris that weren't properly
contained from the Crescent Harbor replacement.
Our team catalogued debris from the project along
the coast, working with the City and the Sitka
Sound Science center to clean up and remove it.
The work was funded by the contractor, with everyone eager to be involved in preventing the spread
invasive species.
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SEEDLINGS OF CHANGE IN
TONGASS FOREST MANAGEMENT
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Carolyn Rice – Public Lands Communication Fellow
(2019 – 2020)
As the Public Lands Communications Fellow, I had
the privilege of sharing the stories of the people,
places, and programs that make the Tongass
National Forest a national gem. Hosted by the US
Forest Service and Sitka Conservation Society, this
fellowship showed me how storytelling can create
transparency and encourage public involvement in
land management, all while valuing the people who
do the work. Effective communication is only more
important when you consider the substantial impact
the Tongass has on Southeast Alaskans’ lives.
The relationships people have with the Tongass are
highly diverse, and the USFS has been shifting its
management to a more collaborative one that sustains those uses, including traditional food harvest
and recreation. That has meant transitioning to
majority young-growth timber harvest; monitoring
subsistence fisheries; investing in community-based
initiatives like the Keex’ Kwaan Community Forest
Partnership, and revitalizing cabins, to name a few.
It is clear that forest management can holistically
benefit the land, the people, and the economy, and I
hope that the Forest Service continues to grow this
stakeholder-centric approach.

The Tongass in the midst of another change that
will impact its management for the long term: a
swath of employees are nearing or entering retirement. Many devoted their careers to the Tongass;
I loved writing retirement profiles and seeing the
outpourings of gratitude they received from the
community. The Tongass isn’t alone in this generational shift. In 2018, the federal government
had almost twice as many employees over the age
of 60 as under 30. To me, these data underscore
the need to involve more young people in land
management. I hope the Tongass takes it as a big
opportunity to bring in talented people with new
perspectives.
`
The stakes are high, too. The Tongass faces worsening climate change and lingering wounds from
past management failures. The people they choose
will need to be proactive and thoughtful stewards
of these precious lands and waters.
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A JUST TRANSITION FOR ALASKA
Carly Dennis – Future of Alaska Policy Advocate
“Transition is inevitable, but justice is not.” This
was a constant refrain I heard during the 2020 Just
Transition Summit in Fairbanks. Hosted by Native
Movement, the Alaska Center, the Fairbanks Climate Action Coalition, and the Alaska Public
Interest Research Group, the Just Transition Summit brought together over one hundred Alaskans
ready to advocate for climate justice, Indigenous
justice, and a fair and sustainable future.
A Just Transition for Alaska is based upon the
knowledge that climate change is threatening
Alaska in many ways, such as our health, communities, and way of life. As this fact becomes more
apparent, and fossil fuels continue to lose their
value and pertinence, Alaska’s resource-extractive
economy will falter. While it is imperative that we
move away from fossil fuel production as quickly
as possible, it's critical we don't leave any Alaskans
behind. Our economy must be inclusive; as we
transition from an extractive economy and move
forward in a time of great uncertainty, justice must
be in the forefront of our minds.

Central to a Just Transition is the necessity of
Indigenous values. Alaska’s first people, along
with many minority and low-income groups, suffer more than other Alaskans as a result of our
extractive and hierarchical economy. Listening to
Indigenous values will help us go forward in this
process of healing, and reimagine the future of
our state. For generations, Indigenous Peoples
have thrived with renewable energy, local foods,
community resiliency, intergenerational learning,
mutual aid, and respect for the land. Values like
these will lead us through this crisis and help start
to heal the wounds of the past.
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JESUIT VOLUNTEERS AND SCS
Every year, SCS hosts a volunteer through Jesuit
Volunteer Corps Northwest, serving at SCS as the
Living with the Land and Building Community
Coordinator. In this position, the JV engages and
partners with community members and groups to
lead activities with Sitka 4-H Club, with the shared
goal of creating a firm foundation for Sitka's youth
to grow strong into their futures. Reflecting on her
time at SCS, past JV Jill Hayden said, "I am in awe
of how Sitkans show up for each other and share
resources, responsibilities, and their love for each
other and their home. Community members are
more than willing to offer their presence and skills,
leading to strengthened partnerships and relationships that can withstand the test of time and any
challenges that may come our way."

Alaska's Just Transition Summit convinced me that
while we live in a time of uncertainty, many of the
answers are right in front of us. The answers come
from listening to our neighbors, to the land, and
most importantly, to people who are seldom heard.
As we move ahead confronting climate change,
economic disaster, racial injustice, and a massive
public health crisis, we must remember to hold up
the bright spots as we transition to a just future.
© Emily Pound
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TRIBES ADVOCATE FOR
TRADITIONAL HOMELANDS
Katie Riley – SCS Policy Director

Southeast Alaska's sovereign Tribal nations have
been the most vocal land defenders throughout the
Alaska Roadless Rule process. Many have consistently
pushed against the Trump Administration’s proposal
to exempt the Tongass from the Roadless Rule, an
effort that would open over 9 million acres of forest
to clearcut logging and roadbuilding. Public opinion
is in agreement: over 96% of comments submitted on
the fall 2019 Draft Environmental Impact Statement
are in favor of keeping the rule in place.

The Organized Village of Kasaan, one of two Haida
Tribes in the region, is leading this effort to create new protections for cultural lands with other
Tribes. As OVK vice president and Tribal Administrator Marina Anderson states, “The era of
silencing Indigenous peoples is no more. We speak
for the voiceless – our lands, waters, animals and
people who are unable to advocate. We stand with
the honor of having thousands of ancestors guiding
us forward. We are not history, we are here. I am
here to advocate for our ancestral lands and waters
and the future economy of Southeast Alaska that is
centered in sustainability and forward-thinking.”
As our landscapes and climate change, we all must
work together to adapt. Incorporating the
Tribes’ local and traditional knowledge in policies affecting their homelands will be pivotal when
confronting future challenges. SCS is proud to
support the Tribes in their efforts to protect their
homelands and culture while seeking collaborative
solutions for Tongass management.
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“The Tongass can no longer be viewed as stands
of timber waiting for harvest; it must be viewed
as a cultural resource that must be managed for
the benefit of its local people, for the long-term
productivity of its salmon streams and wildlife
habitat, and to help mitigate impacts from climate
change.” In 2020, twelve Southeast Alaskan Tribes
petitioned the Department of Agriculture to create
a new rulemaking process to this effect. The proposed Traditional Homelands Conservation Rule
would implement a new vision for Tongass land
management, incorporating the Tribes’ traditional
ecological knowledge and protecting current and
future cultural resources and areas.

PARTNERING TO AMPLIFY VOICES
The Organized Village of Kasaan and SCS share the
common goal of working collaboratively towards
cultural, ecological, and economic prosperity in
Southeast Alaska. In 2020, OVK and SCS created
a joint position to amplify indigenous voices and
Tribal nations input into public policy processes.
Policy Liaison Tristan Douville, Tlingit member of
the Eagle-Wolf-Killer Whale clan from Craig, communicates with Congressional members regarding
the Tribes’ petition and designed an innovative
social media strategy to spread the word about
their efforts. Says Tristan, “This job has opened my
eyes to the ways that we young people can shape
the policies, and consequently, the future of our
communities. I have reconnected with my culture
in a way that I had never anticipated by learning
more about our Tribes’ rights and responsibilities
as sovereign nations of the Tongass.”
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GENERATIONAL DEPENDENCE ON
THE SALMON FOREST
Amy Li – Public Lands Communication Fellow
(2020 – 2021)
Since time immemorial, when summer comes to
Southeast Alaska, so do the salmon. Fishers, from
subsistence to commercial, flock to the waters to
catch their fill. The Fish family is no different.
When SCS Board Vice President Steve Fish came to
Southeast Alaska, he walked the docks of Petersburg,
deciphering the differences betw-een a troller and
a longliner before starting out fishing in halibut
derbies. Over thirty years later, his passion for fishing
is a generational affair. He now runs the F/V Kariel
in Sitka, longlining for black cod and halibut, while
his daughter Lexi spends summers fishing for salmon
aboard her freezer troller the F/V Myriad.
Their family-run fishing operations are intricately
linked with the ecological health of the Tongass.
Without robust watersheds across the Southeast,
salmon and other fish simply would not be able to
thrive. Healthy salmon and fish populations are
crucial to local businesses like the Fish’s. They create employment opportunities in the community
while also providing premium wild Alaskan salmon
to both local fish processors and restaurants across
the Pacific Northwest.
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Beyond operating their family business, the Fish
family has sought ways to provide for the future
of the larger community. Through the Fish to
Schools program in Sitka, which Lexi plays a key
role in, locally caught seafood is provided to
future generations by way of school lunches. This
decade-long initiative has touched thousands of
Sitkan families and youth. Fish to Schools would
not be possible without the generosity of small
businesses and community members. More than
half a dozen partner organizations have worked
alongside SCS to donate, coordinate, and prepar
e the weekly seafood lunches for students. But
the program also relies on the generosity of the
Tongass, connected, clean streams, plentiful rushing riffles and deep pools, undisturbed gravel for
spawning, that provides for bountiful fisheries.
SCS works to protect those bountiful fisheries
for present and future generations of Alaskans
and Americans who, from the waters to the lunch
tables, who depend on the salmon forest.
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TAKING 'THE SALMON FOREST' ONLINE
For families with children at home during COVID-19, we know it can be a challenge to keep them
engaged with educational content. That’s why we
decided to collaborate with the Forest Service to
release The Salmon Forest for free viewing online.
Created with Wild Agency, The Salmon Forest is a
30-minute film that sweeps viewers into the dramatic migration of wild Alaskan salmon, from clear
mountain streams to icy ocean waters and back
again. Along the way, viewers explore the unique
relationships that Southeast Alaskans – from
Tribes to commercial fishermen to local artists
– have with salmon. Families were able to watch
the film and engage with the materials afterwards
though a coloring and activity packet we created to
accompany the release.
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HONORING OUR SCS LEGACIES
Ellie Handler – Wilderness Legacy Director
As the Wilderness Legacy Director, I worked to
highlight the lives of our founders and supporters
and to share their experiences to inspire future
generations. My position was supported by the
Living Wilderness Fund, created to honor these
incredible people and continue their work protecting the wilderness of Southeast Alaska for
generations to come.
As young people today, we continue to grow, figuring
out what we value and how we will make the world
a better place. Turning to the founders and suporters of the Sitka Conservation Society was a natural
place to look for inspiration in how to lead our
lives. We cannot move towards the future without
understanding our past.
As I heard stories about all the people who shaped
our organization, I often found myself personally
driven to be more active and thoughtful. While
reading Richard Nelson’s writing, I yearned for his
clarity of focus and ability to see wonder. From
stories of longtime board member Bob Ellis harvesting and sharing seaweed, I too set out on to
harvest and prepare seaweed. When I learned that
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Jack and Sasha Calvin, two of our founders, went
on an incredible canoe trip for their honeymoon,
I was left hungering for my own grand adventure.
Though they have passed on from this life, these
incredible individuals continue to shape the ways
we act and understand the world.
Above all, I was constantly inspired by the care and
dedication our elders put into protecting this place
they so loved. Time and time again, they stood up
in the face of industrial development to defend the
forests of Southeast Alaska.
Thanks to the efforts of SCS founders and supporters,
we have huge swaths of protected land in Southeast
Alaska. I have been fortunate enough to spend time
in the South Baranof Wilderness, thoroughly
immersed in the world around me. I was taken
aback by its splendor—the old growth forests are
rich in life and in decay that continually feeds a new
generation in the undergrowth. I returned to Sitka
profoundly grateful that these places are still whole
and with a renewed dedication to protecting this
land for future generations.
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WILDERNESS MONITORING IN THE
WEST CHICHAGOF-YAKOBI AREA
For six days in July, SCS storytelling and outreach
specialist, Lione Clare, kayaked around part of
Yakobi Island in the West Chichagof-Yakobi Wilderness area with photographer Brenda Berry and
Krisanne Rice, Lione's mother. The team explored
and documented the place and experience, photographing everything from kayaking to the
rugged outer coastline landscapes and intricate
old growth forests, while conducting wilderness
solitude monitoring for the US Forest Service.
SCS was founded from the designation of West
Chichagof-Yakobi Wilderness, so it is important
to keep staff, volunteers, and partners connected
to this special place.
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MITIGATING CLIMATE CHANGE
WITH LOCAL SOLUTIONS
Andrew Gallagher – AmeriCorps Volunteer
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Of all of the threats facing the Tongass, none are
as large in scope and daunting in scale as climate
change. Warming temperatures and changing
precipitation patterns threaten the marine and
temperate rainforest ecosystems of Southeast Alaska.
To stop climate impacts, we must challenge our
dominant cultural worldviews and economic systems.
Although this will take an enormous effort, Southeast Alaska has the opportunity to lead in an
example of environmental stewardship through
regional climate response and create social, economic, and environmental opportunities.

During my service as an AmeriCorps member with
the Sitka Conservation Society, I helped individuals
and organizations in rural, hydro-power-rich areas
of Southeast Alaska access available resources to
help decarbonize their buildings and transportation.
Groups like Craig Tribal Association have been able
to use programs meant for community development
for emissions reduction and electrification. In making
partnerships with organizations like Alaska Power
& Telephone, SCS can continue to find common
ground with regional stakeholders in our push
towards a sustainable future.

Southeast Alaska has part of the answer: our
region’s hydroelectric plants, and the municipalities, businesses and cooperatives which own
them, are our path to decarbonization. Hydropower dominates our region’s energy mix, giving
us a uniquely renewable electric grid. Moreover,
with these regionally influential entities hoping
to maximize electricity sales and electricity use,
environmental conservation can go hand-in-hand
with economic development.

With vision and initiative, we can lead the country
in electrifying end energy uses, and in doing so, help
show the path for a safe future for the Tongass.

SUPPORTING BOAT INNOVATIONS
Due to the threat climate change poses to the
commercial fishing industry in Alaska, many
fishermen are motivated to reduce the carbon
intensity of their businesses. SCS Policy Intern
Cora Dow worked during the summer with the
Alaska Longliners Fisherman Association's
Chandler Klemp to identify feasibility, financing,
and support for hybrid electric-diesel and electric
vessels with the goal of transitioning to alternative propulsion systems and reducing businesses'
carbon footprint in Sitka.

Andrew Gallagher served as an Americorps during
2020 with SCS, working in partnership with Alaska
Power & Telephone to help individuals access programs
to transition to lower-cost and carbon free energy uses
for home heating and transportation.
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WORKING TOGETHER FOR FOOD
SECURITY AND COMMUNITY HEALTH
Ryan Morse – Digital Organizer
Food security is foundational to the sustainability
of our communities, not just in Southeast Alaska
but across the world. In the Tongass, we have a
unique accessibility to wild foods, yet at the same
time our geography creates its own obstacles; food
is expensive and is shipped in from far away to reach
our rural communities. In 2020, we saw a greater
emphasis and need to strengthen food security
for Southeast Alaskans. With partnerships and
community support, Sitka Conservation Society
fielded programs to take on these challenges.
In March, SCS established the Sitka Mutual Aid
Network, an initiative to build Sitka’s resilience
and community health in the face of this pandemic. Sitka Mutual Aid matched requests for
assistance with offers of support, connecting Sitkans who could be of service to one another and
responding to over 500 requests for assistance.
We also partnered with Our Town Catering, Beak
Restaurant, Sitka Salmon Shares, and Seafood
Producers Cooperative to deliver seafood meals to
hundreds in our community.

SCS also supported multiple summer meal service
programs over the summer: the Sitka Breakfast
Program, hosted by the Sitka Public Library for
its second year, and the Summer Food Service
program. Administered by SCS and Sponsored
by Kids Kupboard, in partnership with the Sitka
Tribe of Alaska and Youth Advocates of Sitka,
the USDA program served over 40,000 meals to
youth. The Alaska Longline Fishermen’s Association, NSRAA, local processors, and fishermen
joined in to support the program by donating
hundreds of pounds of seafood to be incorporated into the meals. “Even with this pandemic, it’s
good to see we have such a good and responsive
community that helps each other out,” said Shawn
Hutchinson, summer meals food manager and
executive chef at the Sitka Hotel.
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HELPING OUR SOUTHEAST NEIGHBORS
In the face of a once-in-a-century pandemic, the
state of Alaska is experiencing great economic
strife, which has caused reduced social services
critical to rural communities like Sitka and Pelican.
When things get tough, Southeast Alaskans don't
back down from the challenge; and when a neighbor
is in trouble, we lend a hand. In April, Sitka Food
Co-Op, SCS, and Bagheera Sailing came together to
deliver over 1,000 pounds of groceries to families in
Pelican. Sitka Food Co-Op added Pelican’s order to
their Sitka shipment, while Erik DeJong of Bagheera
Sailing and his wife Krystina Scheller volunteered to
sail the goods to Pelican. That's the nature of people
of southeast Alaska and how we always get through
difficult times: together.

SCS is committed to protecting the Tongass and
building sustainable communities. The work can
look different depending on opportunities and
pressures facing our region, but it always means
valuing our relationships with people and place.
We're proud and grateful of the partnerships that
made these community programs possible.
© Celeste Weller
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RELATIONSHIPS FIRST:
VALUES OF TRUE PARTNERSHIPS
Bethany Goodrich – Communications Director
Sincere collaboration is more than exchanging
resources. Earnest collaboration is about people.
During eight years as Communications Director,
I watched the Sustainable Southeast Partnership
grow from an uncomfortable cluster of unsure
organizations to a robust collective of dedicated and
passionate changemakers. SCS is a proud partner of
this collaboration of organizations, tribal governments, businesses, land managers and individuals
all working together to build cultural, ecological, and
economic prosperity for Southeast Alaska.
Our Partnership has much to celebrate, from multistakeholder land management collaboratives to
sustainable business competitions, culture camps,
carving programs, surf clubs and so much more.
I’ve seen trust and understanding bloom between
entities that were once enemies.
In 2020, we cancelled so many of the face to face
moments that traditionally generated and nourished the relationships we depend on. At the same
time, we showed up for one another in different,
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enormously compassionate ways – sharing fish
with communities, building mutual aid networks,
feeding elders with seals, establishing summer
meals programs, tracking down pressure canners,
and more. When the world crumbles our relationships to one another and the lands and waters that
sustain us are our salvation.
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AN ENDURING STEWARDSHIP LEGACY
From timeless traditional values to youth stepping
up to advocate for the health of the planet, it's
clear that land stewardship has an enduring legacy
and importance. At SCS, we work to carry and pass
on these values like our founders had, from our
advocacy work to our youth programs and partnerships. These values are reflected in staff and board
members’ values and ethics, which is why they get
involved at SCS. After monitoring the West Chichagof-Yakobi Wilderness area with her mother, SCS's
Lione Clare found that, “this trip opened a door to
us exploring our similar values and ethics. I know
I can honor the legacy my mom helped pass on by
sharing the knowledge and values I carry to people
around me, whether that is through my work, or
shared experiences out on the land.”

It would be impossible to start the SSP in 2020.
Polarizing politics are stifling meaningful dialogue,
and COVID-19 is isolating us even further. The
pandemic has grounded our families to controllable comfortable bubbles. Our job now, is to pick
up the pieces and forge something better, to take
the foundation of care and meaningful relationships and stand up to the unique and formidable
challenges of our time. Doing this alone, or as a
small environmental nonprofit would be impossible. It requires us to move swiftly, in coordination,
and compassionately to rise to the complexity. I
am confident that together, we, as a more unified
people, will rise to these unprecedented challenges
with grace and compassion.
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